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YOU HAVE to achieve a certain level 
of fame for the media to afford you a 
single name – Gwyneth, say, or Brad 
– but Gugu Mbatha-Raw (short for 
Guguletha, or “our pride” in Zulu) 
looks set to join the club. “That would 
be my life’s work complete, right?” 
she says, with a laugh. 

Born to a British mother and a South 
African father in Oxfordshire, the 
actress first impressed in the theatre 
(as Ophelia to Jude Law’s Hamlet) 
and on TV (JJ Abrams’ Undercovers; 
Doctor Who), but now she’s making a 
splash with two quite contrasting films: 
in Belle she’s a girl inspiring prejudice, 
then pride, in the 18th century; in 
Jupiter Ascending, a space opera 
from the Wachowskis, she plays a 
genetically spliced “half human, 
half deer” (don’t mention Narnia). 

Her US profile is snowballing – she’s 
already lunching at Oprah’s (another 
of the mono-monikered brigade). 
“I’d been doing her 21-day meditation 
course and on the 22nd day she called 
me!” she says. She’s working with 
Britney’s (yet another!) songwriter 
and Gaga’s (now this is getting silly) 
choreographer in November’s 
Blackbird. “I play a pop star in the 
Rihanna world,” she explains. 
But who Gugu really wants is to play 
the ultimate single lady. “I mean, what’s 
Cleopatra’s last name?” Matt Glasby

CAN GUGU 
JOIN GAGA?

Meet this year’s breakout 
star, Gugu Mbatha-Raw.  

Or as you’re about to 
know her, simply Gugu

TheGirl

Handbags at 
UKIP’s Euro 

elections party. 
Nigel Farage’s 
former press 

officer Annabelle 
Fuller, with whom 
he was alleged to 
have had an affair, 
made a very brief 
appearance. It is 
said Mrs Farage 
was unhappy...

Is shadow housing 
minister Emma 

Reynolds getting 
the Labour blues? 

At the BBC, 
while watching a 
fellow MP lurch 
left live on air, 

she remarked: “I 
think I have more 
in common with 
the government 

front bench.”

David Davis has 
struck up a curious 
bromance with the 
former Tory chief 

whip Andrew 
Mitchell. The two 
are barely seen 
apart, though 
Davis tells me, 

“I’m not sure thick 
as thieves is a  
good way to  

describe MPs.”

Ed Miliband 
needed a 

community
support officer 
to stop a pap 
snapping the 

inside of his car. 
The photographer 
had spotted that it 
was strewn with 

Burger King 
wrappers. Another 
Miliband whopper.
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Top, £15. Skirt, £14. Both by Missguided. 
missguided.co.uk. Bracelets by Danielle 
Stevens, from £14. daniellestevens.com
Photograph Chris Fortuna  
Styling Taylor Jacobson  
Hair Creighton Bowman for Exclusive Artists 
using Rene Furterer  
Make-up Elaine Offers for Exclusive Artists using 
Nar Prop styling Nicholas Faiella/Raindogs 
Manicure Michelle Saunders for Celestine Agency

PC World: Mike Judge’s new HBO 
series is based on his days working 
in Silicon Valley during the Eighties

HOW REALISTIC 
IS SILICON 
VALLEY?

As The Thick Of It was to 
politics, so Silicon Valley is 
to tech: brilliantly snarky, 
exceptionally funny, and 
fastidiously authentic. We 

asked its creator, the former 
tech engineer Mike Judge 

(yes, he of Beavis And 
Butt-head fame) for the 
truth behind the satire... 

TheTV

The gag: CEOs book massive 
bands for lame, tiny launches. 
In real life: “I went to one 

where Run-DMC were playing but 
people were just milling around and 
not listening. I know stars who see 
them as paid rehearsals.”

The gag: Programmers 
always travel in groups 
of five, made up of “a tall, 

skinny white guy; a short, skinny 
Asian guy; a fat guy with a ponytail; 
some guy with crazy facial hair; 
and an East Indian guy.”
In real life: “I saw a group like that 
near the Yahoo! campus – then we 
just starting noticing it all the time. 
Marc Andreessen [co-founder of web 
browser Mosaic] tweeted, ‘I’ve seen 
that group everywhere I look!’”

The gag: The best Steve 
was always Wozniak (Apple’s 
co-founder) – not Jobs.

In real life: “I noticed this bitterness 
in Silicon Valley – people saying Jobs 
was a showman who couldn’t code.”

The gag: They’re on drugs. 
In real life: “Steve Jobs did 
take LSD. I think lots of 

them do hallucinogens. But I can’t say, 
‘So-and-so did mushrooms and came 
up with Yammer and Dropbox...”

The gag: Stop pitching apps. 
In real life: “One of our 
extras was pitching to TJ 

Miller who plays [the entrepreneur] 
Erlich, and he said, ‘Look, I’m an 
actor.’ One of my kids’ teachers even 
pitched one to me.” Stephanie Soh

●  Silicon Valley starts on Sky Atlantic 
this month.

Thanks to Edward Snowden, and 
no thanks to the NSA, we’re all 
paranoid now. Paranoid someone 
will steal our credit-card data, 
or read our messages, or access 
those photos we promised we had 
deleted. So, for those seeking 
protection, enter the “blackphone” . Since late 2013, handsets that 
allow users to make encrypted calls, send encrypted texts and 
search the web anonymously have been in development by 
companies such as Boeing and Geeksphone. However, it’s the 
latter’s (literally named) Blackphone that’s making waves. Made 
with the American secure-comms firm Silent Circle, the device is 
a heavily customised Android and comes with 16GB of on-board 
storage. Well, some people have a lot of secrets… Joseph Ho 
Blackphone, £380, is out this month. blackphone.ch

TheTech   
This month 
inneologisms: 
blackphones
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Fragrance 
bulletin!  

Above: Amount that 
Pharrell Williams’ 

fragrance Girl 
(with Comme des 
Garçons Parfums) 
is set to make in its 
debut year. Brave 
choice of name for 
a unisex bottle…

Style bulletin! New York hipsters have started wearing monocles. For 
any Brits minded to follow suit, remember: the eyepiece’s most famous 

latter-day exponents are Chris Eubank and Patrick Moore. That is all.
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GQ tablet extra!
Exclusive bonus shots,  
on iPad, iPhone and  
Android devices.
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